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Best puzzle games android 2019

Puzzle game with picture on jigsaw pieces, free pictures and use color.puzzle stand where all the puzzle pieces are a fix on it.there are various puzzle pieces of different colors and also with the image. the total number of puzzle pieces is 24 . with all the different colors .all the puzzle pieces in the zip file .puzzle pices.zipassembly all puzzle pieces in the puzzle stand .and basic motions animation puzzle
games in solid part.view video on you tube.link:- Need a quick challenge to jump-start the brain while hanging with an android smartphone? Puzzle games can challenge gamers and get your brain into higher gear, so we round up our picks for the top five Android puzzle games out there. These games are all free band and are among the most fun games on the market. You probably should expect some
ads, though, because free always come with a price of some sort. All of the apps listed below should be equally available no matter which company makes your Android phone, including Samsung, Google, Huawei, Xiaomi, etc. Unblock Me is one of those games that reminds you that you may not be as smart as you think. The object is simple; move blocks out of the red block path when you move it out of
the whiteboard. Very simple and not much for the game. However, when you get to hang the game on simple levels, prepare for a frustrating but rewarding challenge. Match your friends to see who can free the red block in the shortest time frame. But be warned, puzzles get much more challenging higher in the puzzle numbers you go. And when you graduate from beginner to intermediate, the fun really
starts! If you've owned smartphones in the past, then Tetris doesn't need an introduction. The Android version brings all the familiar fun and challenge back you'd expect and keeps the playback option solid, despite being on a touchscreen. Android Tetris controls don't take a while to get used to, but when you're comfortable, you'll be rotating blocks in place and causing massive eruptions instantly. When
surfing Google Play, you'll notice some Tetris-like games. The official versions are made by Electronic Arts. With X Construction and X Construction Lite is the only difference between the full version and Lite in the number of bridges you can build and your ability to save your games. The full version currently costs $1.35 on Google Play and is worth every cent. X Construction and X Construction Lite are
games in which you are accused of building a bridge strong enough to allow the train to cross safely. Stick to the basics and be pretty sure that your bridge will endure or get creative with your design. Try and be as creative as you can. Imagine a game where you can play like Jason Voorhees from Friday's 13th franchise, and you have to solve the puzzles of slaughtering the non-connoutious scouts. yes,
that's exactly what Friday, 13. Push Jason down the map using the available terrain to stop him and point him toward the next target. When you get to one, you can get a scene of brutality. That's not terribly gory. They're all cartoons and even a setting that you can silence. Jason's mom is always there to provide advice and guidance so you can get a good look at the tone of this game. In case you haven't
guessed, Escape Game: 50 rooms in 1 is a virtual escape room game. For every challenge, you're in a room and accused of finding hidden traces to escape. The game is a hybrid hidden object game, mixed with the setting of the escape room. To play, tap different areas of the room to zoom in for a closer look. Then explore the different items in the room to see if they have tracks or useful items to help you
find your way out. When you find something, it comes into your inventory. You can select it and apply it to objects in the room to see if it has an effect. The whole picture presents a fun and compelling virtual experience in the escape room. If you want more, there are many free informations here, too. Puzzle games sometimes a simple genre with a simple idea. You solve puzzles for the time of killing.
However, the genre balloons in a big way on a mobile phone. In fact, it's one of the most popular genres on the entire platform. It started with simple viral games like 2048 and evolved into a truly enjoyable experience like Monument Valley.These days, you can find some seriously good puzzle games on Android in terms of both graphics and games to play. Gone are the days of super simple mechanics and
graphics with stupid ideas, with intense and complex applications with creative stories and good graphics. This list changes quickly when new puzzle champions appear. Here are the best puzzle games for Android.All That Remains: Part 1Pricena: $2.99All That Remains: Part 1 is an escape puzzle game. The players are waking up in the bunker and they have to find a way out before something bad
happens. Every room in the bunker has a bunch of puzzles. You also communicate with the character's sister via a two-way radio. This is certainly the best escape room game by this developer. They also have other escape style puzzle games as well if you want to try those as well. Everything else: Part 1 applies to $2.49 with no in-app purchases or ads. Amanita Design puzzle games (four games)Price:
$4.99 each Amanita Design is publisher on Google Play. They have three very excellent puzzle games with Samorost 3, Botanicula, Chuchel and the popular classic Machinarium. All three games have fun puzzles, a distinctive artistic style, and simple mechanics of the game. Basically, wander around the world games in search of clues and puzzle solutions. Everybody's got fun stories. All four games go for
$4.99 upfront. However, there are no in-app purchases after buying the game. Blue Wizard DigitalPrice: Free/$2.99/ Up to $9.99Blue Wizard Digital is a developer on Play. They have two excellent puzzle games. The first is Camp Slayaway. You play a serial killer and you stay away from cops while you kill people. The second is Friday the 13th. It has many of the same ideas, but more than 100 levels of
gory goody. These games are not for children or adults with weak stomachs. Otherwise, they make for a great horror movie. The Slayaway Campsite costs $2.99. Friday 13th is a free download with in-app purchases, but this is not a freemium game. Bridge Constructor PortalPricena: $4.99Bridge Constructor Portal is a cross-over game between Bridge Constructor and Portal. The game mainly has Bridge
Constructor mechanics. Build the bridge from one end of the level to the other with different strategies and parts. The mechanics of the portal makes each level more fun and difficult. It contains 60 levels (test chambers), lots of portal references (including voice play) and a few extra things like Google Play Game achievements. Bridge Constructor Portal goes for $4.99 without purchases or in-app ads. This
is a great puzzle game. This game is also free to play for people with Google Play Pass. Developer Headup has also recently launched Bridge Constructor: The Walking Dead (Google Play link) if you prefer the zombie theme. Dear VillagersPricena: $2.99-$4.99 each Dear Villagers is another publisher on Google Play. His puzzle games are some of the most unique. They are included in their collection A
Normal Lost Phone, Another Lost Phone: Laura's Story, and Bury Me, My Love. The first two are the mysterious puzzles of the game. You got someone on the phone. Your goal is to look through it to find out who they are, where they went and what happened to them. Bury me, my love is a text play about a refugee. It's definitely something different, but it's also really fun. Series Lifeline by 3 Minute Games
are also excellent adventure-puzzle games with text elements. The Eyes of AraPrice: $4.99Ooaaaaa is one of the newer puzzle games on the list. It reminds us of many classic puzzle-adventure games like Myst. Players explore a world that searches for clues, unlocking secrets, and collecting stories from fragments of stories from the world of the game. It is played in a 3D world with research and
surprisingly decent graphics. Developers round up the experience with achievements, support for about a dozen languages, and a minimal UI game that puts the world of the game first and foremost. There's not much wrong with that, but the controls have been kept quiet from time to time. Faraway 3: Arctic EscapePrice: Free/$2.99Faraway 3: Arctic Escape is another newer puzzle game from 2018. It has
different puzzles, similar to console games, such as Witness. You have different boards, and every board needs a save. The game has 18 levels with different puzzles in each along with the story line. It's also the third game of the series and the last two are pretty good too. The three of us together should provide a decent amount of fun. The third has nine $3.99. Previous games are pretty cheap, too. Hello
NeighborsPricena: Free Trial / $14.99Hello Neighbor is one of the most unique puzzle games on your mobile phone. Your neighbor does strange things, and you want to check it out. That's how you breathe in the house over and over again. The neighbor sets out the defense after each burglary based on your entry and there are strategies. You need to adjust your strategies accordingly. It was a very
popular game on the computer and mobile game game about the same, but with mobile controls. There are also horror movies and thriller elements with this. That's pretty expensive. The price criticism is slightly less. However, it is still a good game with a unique premiss. Life is Strange and Life is Strange: Before the StormPrice: Free/Up $8.99-$11.99 eachLife is a Strange is an outstanding adventure-
puzzle-drama game. Follow the life of Max, a high school student with special powers. You can smoling and repeat different moments in life. Rewind and rearrange different moments until you get the results you want. It's a port console game and pretty good, too. Graphics and mechanics are good, and the story is fun. There is a preview for this game that is also available, but you might need an update or
two before you would fully recommend it. It may not be a puzzle game in the classic sense, but the main mechanic is the puzzle element, so we're counting it. Life is weird: Before the storm adds a lot to the story, it's a little rougher around the edges than the first game. Monument Valley 1 and 2Pricena: $3.99 + $1.99/$4.99Monument Valley 1 and 2 are some of the most popular puzzle games on your
mobile phone. They use the mechanics of puzzles inspired by MC Escher. Twist and rotate parts of the level to move forward. Games aren't tough. They boast a more relaxing experience than challenges. Monument Valley games look fantastic though. The artistic style is definitely for the amplavd. The first game includes an oven level complete with Forgotten Coast DLC ($1.99 extra). The second game is
a bit longer, but not for much. These are classics. Part Time UFOPrice: $3.99Part Time UFO is a humorous puzzle game from Kirby developers. yes, a lovely pink ball that's stuff. You're flying around with a UFO while you're doing weird business for the village dpeople. Every job is a mystery. The game has a variety of colorful characters, many levels and puzzles, and even a few things to unlock. It also has
support for Google Play games for achievements. The game is considered $3.99 without in-app purchases or ads. It's not the most graphically intense game out there, but we still like it. Professor Layton's series Price: $9.99-$15.99 each On Professor Layton's franchise a series of puzzle games from Nintendo DS. The developers, Level-5, brought something like a mobile port to Android. You can get
Layton: Curious Village, Layton: Diabolical Box, Layton's mysterious journey on Google Play. The series puts you on an adventure to solve puzzles and solve cases for Professor Layton. Games include a comical dialog along with silly situations that help elude the atmosphere of these games. They are quite expensive though, so we recommend playing as much at the time of the refund to make sure you
like it. The Room seriesPrice: $0.99/ $1.99/ $3.99/ $4.99Third franchise is one of the oldest and most successful puzzle game franchises on a mobile phone. At the time of this writing, there are four games in the series. The first two are classic puzzle games. You will find puzzles to advance until you finish the game. The third play in the series has introduced several conclusions and a slightly heasy
narrative. Finally, the latest game, The Old Sins, takes place in the house for games with games. All four games have some similar elements, including outstanding graphics, escape room elements, and smart jigsaw designs. These are also usually fairly short games. However, the inclusion of several endings gives later titles some replay value. These are classics in the puzzle gaming space on the mobile
and we recommend them highly. The first game of the series is $0.99 and the last one is $4.99. The other two are falling between the two prices. None of them have purchases or in-app ads. ROOM: The Toymaker's MansionPrice: $4.99ROOMS: The Toymaker's Mansion is one of the newer puzzle games on the list. This is a fairly simple game of puzzles in the heart. You move through the house, and
every room moves like a piece of a puzzle. You're jigsaw puzzles to get on with the way. The game contains 144 total levels in four mansions. Players also unlock special abilities, such as transport bombs, and the ability to move each room at once. There are 96 level stories and 48 special abilities level to make things a little fresh. Here's more than enough content to justify a price tag of $4.99 and there
are no in-app purchases or ads that would ruin anything. Rusty Lake seriesPricena: Free /Varies on the gameRusty Lake is one of the most popular developers of puzzle games on Google Play. There are two different franchises along Rusty Lake. The Cube Escape series is a long-running series of puzzle games with escape room and hidden elements of puzzle objects. Most of these games are free
except the latest, Cube Escape: Paradox (it costs $1.99 for the full version). The second series, Rusty Lake, is a more premium point-and-click adventure-puzzle game that takes place in the same universe as the Cube Escape series. These usually cost, but never more than a few dollars. At each franchise, there are usually one or two new additions every year and they are all pretty good. If we missed any
of the best puzzle games for Android, let us know about them in the comments! You can also check our latest lists of apps and games by clicking here! Here!
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